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0 of 0 people found the following review helpful. It'll get you thereBy Silverhawk
OllieAmazing - a book from Microsoft that is written for the non-techie, easy to
follow and use. If you have project design experience and need to use this as a
tool in your project management, highly recommended. Just start at the beginning
and follow it through. Takes time, but MS Project is not intuitive in a lot of places,
and there are sequential steps in the text presentation that make life a whole lot
easier. Makes MSP usable from the start, and you go only as far as you need to
go. The more complex is added as you go along, so you can get up and running
and familiarized, stop anywhere along the path. Side tabs make resource searching
simpler once you have a little background in how the book is arranged. Good
guide through the learning journey, excellent long term reference for MSP
Standard. Did not use with Pro.1 of 1 people found the following review helpful.
The best book to learn MS ProjectBy Marcelo KuramotoI have this book and two
others ("Microsoft Project 2010: The Missing Manual" and "Microsoft Project
2010 Inside Out") but to learn the software this is undoubtedly the best one. This
book presents the theory very well explained and than, immediately presents an
exercise where we can use what we have just learned. The other two are "too
much" theory and in the end are boring and unproductive. In a nutshell, using this
book it is possible to learn the software naturally because it is really a step by step
book with a real project to be developed. I think the two others are more dedicated
for people that has a very good knowledge about MS Project and needs some
material to make consults.6 of 6 people found the following review helpful. The
Missing Manual rocks!By Florida TurtleI picked up this book to fill in the blanks
for MS Project 2010. It not only filled in the blanks, but created some new gaps
and then filled those too! Learned things about MS Project in general I did not
know.It may have a little too much - "How do you create and run a project" for
more advanced users, but good overall book with lots of tips that you need many,
many months of experience to find on your own.I highly recommend it for
beginners and give it a 4 star for due to the additional project management
information included that most advanced folks will find superfluous.
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